
Score 16 Paper (Probably) 

Again, this paper is not perfect. I have made some corrections; vital corrections are noted in red, while 

less crucial edits are in blue. Strikethroughs indicate words that should be left out. This writer has made 

the thesis that procrastination is NOT beneficial very clear throughout the paper, ensuring that the focus 

score in addition to the other three scores will be at the 4 level. The weakest area of this paper is again 

focus and organization: The writer needed tighter transitions between paragraphs. You will also stop 

some repetitiveness that impairs the paper’s flow some. Still, having a bit more than you need is better 

than having too little. The focus of the third body paragraph is also a little different from that of the rest 

of the paper. The writer focused more on rhetorical analysis and less on proving his/her own thesis. This 

shift in focus might be enough for state raters to dock this paper down to a 3. On other projects I worked, 

 this paper would have remained at the highest score point, however.

 Procrastination is defined as the action of delaying or postponing something. Many people think 

procrastination is self-defeating such as Derek Thompson, author of “The Procrastination Doom Loop 

and How to Break It”; however, a few choice people think procrastination can be beneficial such as John 

Tierney, author of “This Was Supposed to Be My Column for New Year’s Day.” Procrastination is a non-

beneficial attribute to obtain, and “The Procrastination Doom Loop and How to Break It” by Derek 

Thompson provides a stable argument as to why procrastination is a negative quality to have; contrary 

to Tierney’s article, Thompson actually defines how procrastination functions in relation to mood, and 

he also provides relevant ways to evade the doom loop , showing how beneficial it is to breaking 

procrastination. 

 Derek Thompson’s article, “The Procrastination Doom Loop and How to Break It” provides the 

best claim concerning why procrastination is a negative quality. Thompson actually backs up his 

definition of how procrastination is based on one’s mood. For example, Thompson explains in the 

article, “In the last few years, however, scientists have begun to think that procrastination might have 

less to do with time than emotion” (22). Thompson is validating is point of view of how procrastinating 

has more to do with mood than actual time. Contrary to John Tierney’s article, Thompson uses many 

valid experiments relating to his own definition of procrastination. He also supports his claim of how 

procrastination is related to mood by expressing, “Instead Ferrari and others think procrastination 

happens for two basic reasons: (1) We delay action because we feel like we’re in the wrong mood to 

complete a task, and (2) We assume that our mood will change in the near future” (23). Thompson is 

using this claim by another psychology professor to accurately strengthen his claim on procrastination. 

Tierney doesn’t provide the negative impact procrastination has on people like Thompson does. 

Thompson says mood is the leading reason why procrastination has become a growing problem. 

Procrastinating makes us feel anxious, guilty, and shameful, according to Thompson, make us less 

productive. Derek Thompson provides the stronger argumentative claim involving his definition of 

procrastination.  

 Both John Tierney and Derek Thompson provide their claims on procrastination, but only Derek 

Thompson provides applicative ways to evade the doom loop of procrastination. Although John Tierney 

provides ways to improve procrastination, he is only suggesting minor improvements, but in the end the 

doom loop is repetitive and he is basically only providing ways to lift some weight of procrastination 



without fully evading it as Thompson does. Thompson proves his point of how procrastination is bad, 

and he even gives ways to fully evade it. For example, Thompson strengthens his claim of providing ways 

to evade procrastination by stating “for pathological procrastinators, recognizing that we need deadlines 

to bind ourselves to our responsibilities is the first step. The second step is recognizing that our own 

deadlines are less effective than other people’s deadlines” (28). Thompson provides a step-by-step 

solution to add to his many ways to stop procrastinating. Tierney provides only a couple of ways to help, 

but not overcome, procrastination. One of the couple of pointers he provides is “at the top of your to-do 

list, put a couple of daunting, if not impossible, tasks that are vaguely important-sounding (but really 

aren’t) and seem to have deadlines 9but really don’t)” (6). Compared to Thompson’s many pointers to 

evade procrastination, Tierney’s few pointers are weak claims that only lead right back to continuing 

procrastination. Derek Thompson provides many relevant pointers to fully evade procrastination 

contrary to the few invalid pointers given by Tierney. 

 Many people such as Derek Thompson author of “The Procrastination Doom Loop and How to 

Break It” believe procrastination is a negative attribute to have. Others such as John Tierney, however, 

think it can potentially be a beneficial quality. Ultimately, procrastination is a non-beneficial attribute to 

obtain and Thompson provides the better argumentative claim on how procrastination is a negative 

thing. In contrast to John Tierney’s article, Thompson relevantly identifies procrastination as related to 

one’s mood and also provides relative pointers on how to fully evade the doom loop. Thompson 

correctly strengthens his claim of creaking the doom loop compated to John Tierney weakly trying to 

prove how procrastination is beneficial while his weak claims only scratch the surface of breaking this 

habit of procrastination. 

 


